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AIWTRACT

I“he NASA/JPL  Airborne Rain Mapping Radar  (ARMAR) was
deployed for rainfall observations during TOGA/COARE on the
NASA DC-8 aircraf[.  A total of -30 hours of rain profiling
nleasurements  were collected over the Western Pacific Ocean during
January and Februrrry 1993. ‘f%e rain systems observed included
isolated convective cells, rnesoscale  convective complexes, and a
tropical cyclone.

Our preliminary results show that the radar bright bands of the
observed strrrtiform rain were typically located at or above 4.5 km,
although occrrsionally some appeared at altitudes as low as 4.1 km.
Our restrlls  also show relatively large reflectivity variations in
stratiforrn rain. In our rain attenuation study, we show that the radar
surface reference technique and the rrtdiometer technique produce
similar path-integrated attenuation estimates for one-way
attenuations < 4 dD. The radar technique, however, has the po[ential
of providing accurale  eslimates  at larger attenuations when the
radiometer is saturated. The dual-polrrrization  radar profiling
measurements show that the local extrema of ~DR, /],,,, @/,,, occurred
near the brrttorn of the melting layer. These extrema were probably
caused by the presence of varying mixture of hydrotneteors  with
various shape, size, and thermodynamic phase.

1, INTRODUCTION

The NASA/JPI.  Airborne Rain Mapping Radar (A RMAR) has been
developed for the put-pose of supporting future spaccbome  rain radsrr
systems, including the radar for [he Tropicrri Rrrinfrril Measuring
Mission (“l’RMM), to be flown in the late 1990’s, AR MAR flies on
[hc NASA Ames DC-8  aircraft and measures reflectivity at the
TRMM radar frequency of 13.8 G}lz. It operates in a downward
looking, cross-track scanning geometry. During normal operation at
an altitude of 12 Km, AR MAR can acquire measurements over a
cross-track surface swath of 10 Km at a horizontal resolution of 800
m mld a verticsri  resolution of 60 m. III addition to acquiring single -
poltrrizsrtirrn  rain reflectivity measurements, ARMAR can also be
configured to rrcquire  dual-polarization and Doppler radar
measurements as well as brightness temperature measurements.
The key system  and trerformrmce characteristics of ARMAR are
shown ;n ~’uble 1. F(lrlher detrrils on the ARMAR design can be
found in Durden Cl al. (1994) and Tanrrcr C( al. (1994).

Operating Frequency
Surface I{orizontal  Resolution
Verticul Resolution
Polarization
Antenna Beamwidth
Antenmr Scan Angle
Transmitter Power
Transmit Chirp Pulse Drrrrrtion
Chirp Bandwidth
Pulse Repetition Frequency
Analog-to-Digital .%mpling  Rrrte
Analog-to-Digitrd Converter Resolution

13.8 Gllz.
800 m
60 m

IiII, Vv, Hv
3.8”
~zo”

200 w
5-45 pscc

4 MI17.
I-8 K}]z
10 MIIz
12 bits

Table 1. ARMAR system characteristics.

ARMAR participated in all 13 flights of the NASA DC-8 in the
Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere - Crmplcd  Ocerm-Atmosphere
Response Experiment (TOGA/COARE)  over the Western Prrcific

Ocean in Janrrrrry and February of 1993 and acquired approximately
30 hours of ruin data. This data set represents tropical rainfrtll
systems firnging from isolrrted  convective cells to large anvil systems
and tropical cyclones. In this prrpcr, we discuss a number of features
of the observed stmtiform rain systems, include the radar bright band
height and reflectivity. We nlso compare some path-integrated rain
attenuation results that we have obtained using the ARMAR radar
reflectivity merrsurernents versus those obtained using the radiometer
brightness temperature rncmurements. Finally, we summarize some
preliminary results on the dual-polarized reflectivity measurements.

2. BRIGIIT  BAND IIEIGII1 AND REFLECTIVITY

While most of our data were acquired over convective systems,
much of the observed rainfall was actually the strati form rain
associated with these systems. Our observations of [he stratiform  rain
in TOGA/COARE  show that it was quite variable in both the
horizontal and vertical dimensions. Within the melting layer the
melting aggregates have radar reflectivity that is higher than thrrt of
the rain below. I’herefore,  this region is often being refcrrccl to as
the radar bright brrrrd (Btrttart, 1975). From the AR MAR
TOGA/COARE dat:i, wc compiled the brigh{ bancl height and
reflectivity information for the slratiform  rain with well-defined
melting layers, in Fig. I we show the distribution of the bright band
heights. [n (his figure, the bright band height corresponds to the
altitude within Ihc radar rrmgc profile at which the radar rcllectivity
is the highest (excluding the surface returns), and the count
corresponds to the number of radar profiles collected rrt a constant
echo reception rate along the DC-8 flight path. Out of a total of
9089 measurements used in Fig. 1, 6 I % of the bright band heights
were 4,5 km or above, 32% were between 4.3 and 4.5 km. and 7%
were below 4.3 km.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the bright band height rncasurcd by
ARMAR rrt naciir viewing during TOGA/COARE.

In Fig. 2, we show two distributions of [hc corrcsprsnding  radar
bright band reflectivity measured by ARMAR.  The shaded
reflectivity distribution is for bright bands with hcigllts below 4.3
km, and the unshaded reflectivity distribution is for bright brmds
with heights above 4,3 km. Significant variations in lhe radar bright
band rcftectivity  can be seen in each of these two distributions. It is
also interesting to note that a significant portion (35%) of the low-
altitudc  bright bands (< 4.3 km) had reflcc[ivity  values above 42
dBZ, whereas only 11 % of the higher-altitude bright bands hrrd
reflectivity wrlucs rrbove 42 dBZ. One possible speculation for the
observed high reflectivity with bright bands at lower rdtitude is that
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some ondcrlying convective updrafts might have held up sufficient
amount of mcl[ing particles, which in turn produced a maximum
radar reflectivity at a location below the true bright band.
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Figure 2. Distributions of the n~aximum reflectivity OF the
bright band measured by ARMAR at nadir during
TOGA/ COARE.

3. ESTIMATION OF PATI1  INTItGRATED  ATTENUATION

I’bc path-integrrrtcd attenuation (PIA) provides an estimate of the
path-integrated rminfall ra[e (Menegbini  cl al., 1983) and is also
useful as a constraint in some ruin rate profiling algorithms (e.g.,
Mcncghini and Nakmnrrra,  1990; Mrrrzoug  and Amayenc, 1991). In
[his section, we compare the use of the radar surfsrce reference
technique (Mencghini  c~ al., 1983) with the use of the radiometer
brightness temperature kr estimate attenuation. For this sudy wc
hrwc cxmnined 15 flighl legs acquired during 12 different flights.
This corresponds to 2781 measurements in rainfall. Errch radar
mcasnrement  consists of an average of approximately 100
independent smnplcs, giving a rrrdar measurement standard deviation
of rrpproximatcly  tO.5 dB. Each radiometer measurement has a
precision of about 1 K.

For the radar approach, we examined the nadir sur[acc cross section
throughout each sclcctcd  flight leg. To estimate PIA, the surface
cross. section of each r:iin area was subtracted from I he refcrcncc
cross section measured in the closest prcccding clear area, where the
cicar areas were defined as hrrving brightrrcss tcmpcratrrrcs < 152 K
at 13.8 GIIz.  The  average attenurrtion  on  our  c lear  rrrca
n]emuremcnls,  which was estimated to bc 0.4 dB, was added to the
cs[ima[ed I’IA in order to remove the bias.

Estimation of P/A using the nadir-viewing radiometer mcasurcmcnt
is more complicated. For a single-frequency radiometer, accurate
estimrttes  of attcnurrtion cun only bc made when the brightness
Icmperaturc  is well below the saturation temperature, wberc
scnttcring is a minor contribution. Ilere,  we used a simple radia[ive
transfer model (Fujita  et al., 1985) to compute the brightness
temperrrturc (~b) for a variely of attcnrration profiies, nnd derived an
inversion relationship by fitting the data that were t.rctow the
saluratirm  tempcmture  with n quadra!ic  function. l’hc resulting
rclrrtionship is

PiA,,,r  - 0.34 + 0.000192 (76 - 125)2

where Ihc subscript mr s[ands for microwave radiometer, This fit is
quite accurrrtc, yiclcling a conciation  coefficient of 0.97,

Fig. 3 shows an exrrmplc of the radar and radiometer derived
attenuations along a single 10-n~inutc flight leg on February 8, 1993.
I“hc two cstima[cs  are in general quite close but there are a few
points where the radar estimate is much bighcr than the radiometer
estimate. Fig. 4 shows lhc rrrdar estimrrtcd P/A versus the radiometer
estimated P/A for all 15 flight legs, For PIAs less than about 4 dB,
lhe two cslimatcs  agree. We nolc that of the 2781 measurements,
223 I of thcm have radiometer attenuations ICSS than 4 dB, so tbc two
methods agl-cc for 80% of our datrr. ‘I”hc mean difference between
the two cslinmtcs  is only 0.06 dB, and the rms difference is 0,7 dB.
Wc bclicvc that the rms difference is primarily duc to fluctuations in
lbc sutfacc  wind and hence the radar estimate. Since a modification

of the surfnce by rainfall would be expected to produce a bias in the
radrrr technique, these data suggest that the effect of rain
modifications is small at low attenuations and rain rates. For
attenuations greater than 4 dB as measured by tbc radiometer (20 70
of our data), the rrrdar attenuation can be up to 25 dB. For tbcse
Iargc rrttcnuations the radiometer is saturated; attenuations of 5 dB
and 25 dB yield nearly the same brightness temperature.

The P/A measurements can be converted to a path-averaged rain rate
using k= O.03R (Olsen et al., 1978), where k is the rain absorption
coefficient in dB/knl  and R is the rain rate in mntih.  By assuming
that the attenuation occurs over a 4.5 km path, the path-averaged rain
rate in mntih is 7.4 times the PIA in dB. Thus, rrccording to the radar
technique, path-averaged rain rates of well over 100 nmr/h were
observed on a number of occasions. High surface winds in
convective storms could have reduced the nadir  surface cross
section, causing the surface reference technique to ovcrestinurte  the
PIA  by several decibels. Even if this is the case, tbc PIA in several
cases is at Icast 15 dB, corresponding to path-averaged rain rates in
excess of I 00 mntih.
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Figure 3. Example of radar and radiometer attenuations over a
IO-minute period along a single flight leg at nadir.
Dat:I was acquired on February 8, 1993.
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Figure 4.’I’hc measured radar PIA versus [hc measured
radiometer PIA for 15 flight legs in l’OGA/COARE
at nadir incidence,

4, I) UAI,-l)O1.ARIZATION  MIIASURWMEN’I’S

We have examined some dual-polarization radar data acquired over
strut iform rain. In Figure 5 we show an example of the deduced
durrl-polarization rain parameters and compare tbcrn with the single-
polarization reflectivity and Doppler measurements. The data shown
bcrc were collected by ARMAR on Jantrrrry 19, 1993 using an
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b ‘ dtemafing horizontal-polarization and vertical-polarization sequence
at 30” off-nadir. The processed parameters include horizontaBy -

polarized reflectivity factor (Zh), radial rainfall velocity (V),

differential reflectivity (ZDR), co-polar correlation coefficient (PI,,),.

rrnd differential phase (@hV).

The profile of Zh depicts a typical bright band with a layer of
reflectivity above 30 dBZ. Due to [he pulse smearing at 30°
incidence, [he bright band appears less distinct and its thickness
stretches over a greater extent, The rainfall velocity goes from O- I
ntis at tbe top of the bright band and it accelerates to 6 ntis over the
width of [he bright band, These Zh and V profiles are consistent with
the facts that the melting of the large ice aggregates to large rain
drops causes the increase in reflectivity and that the acceleration of
the drops downward causes the decrease in reflectivity.

The dual-polarized rain parameter profiles ( ZDR, phv, #hv) all have
local extrema  near the bottom of the melting lrryer. We have also
observed similar signatures for measurements obtained in other
TOGA/COARE flight legs. Note that the differential phase
contributed by the forward aircraft motion is about -47”, Hence, the
maximum backsctrt[er differential phase in this example is about -3°.
By comparing these results with Ihe simulated results obtained by
Zmic et al., (1993) using both oblate and prolate spheroid scattering
models at 14 GHz., the relatively large differential phase maximum
and the corresponding 7.~R value are probably due [o scattering from
oblate min drops with axis ratios less than 0.3, and the relatively
small decrease in correlation is probably due to the presence of larger
rain drops. In this example, we also observe that the I#hv mininwn is
locateci approximately 100 m higher than [he extrcma  of ZDR and
P),,,. A possible explanation for this difference is the presence of

larger, Icss oblrrtc rain drops at an altitude slightly below the @l,,,
minimum. These large drops cause the continuous increase in
differential reflectivity and limit the decreirse  in correlrrtion
coefficient.
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Figure 5. Vertical profiles of horizontal-pokrrizcd  reflectivity
factor (ZI, ), radial fall velocity (V), differential
reflectivity (Z~R), co-polar  correlation  coefficient

(fl/,v). and differential phase (@h,,) obt:lined by
ARMAR at 30” incidence during January 19, ]993.

SUMMARY

‘1’he NASA/JP1. Airborne Rain Mapping Ri\d~r (A RMAR) was
deployed during TOGA/COARE  on the NASA DC-8 aircraft.
ARMAR is a 14 GI17., downward looking radar designed to simulate
the TRMM radar frequency and geometry, It can acquire data in a
variety of modes, including Doppler and dual-polarization radar

modes, and radiometer mode. A total of 13 flights over the Western
Pacific Ocean were made during January and February 1993. The
rain systems observed included isolated convective cells, mesoscale
convective complexes, and a tropical cyclone. In this paper, we
discuss some general features of the observed rainfall systems, and
we apply AR MAR data to retrieve some geophysical and
electromagnetic characteristics of these syslems.

Our TOGA/COARE observations show that the bright bands of the
stratiform  rain we typically located at or above 4.5 km, although
occasionally they appear at altitudes as low as 4.1 km. Quite a
number of our stratiform rain observations also show relatively large
variations in radar reflectivity.

Using the ARMAR’s radar and mdiometer  data, we show that [he
radar  surface reference technique produces pa[h-in[cgru[cd
irttcrruation estimates very close to those obtained using radiometer
technique for oat-way attenuations of approximately 4 dB or less.
The radar technique, however, has the potential of providing
accurate estimates at large attenuations when the radiometer
becomes saturated.

Using the ARMAR’s dual-polarization radar profiles, we show that
Z[~R, PI,,, @l,,, have local extrema  near the bottom of the melting
layer. These extrema are probably caused by the presence of varying
mixture  of  hydrometers with various shape, size, and
thermodynamic phase.
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